Ipp xvii 213 illustrated $10.50 KSpringfield, Ill.: Chariles C Thomas 1968 This book gives a lhistorical survey of the treatmrent of abdominial injuries and outlines the principles of modern treatment. It is full of interesting informationi, though in places there is some lack of continuity in the narrative.
From early times until the mid-nineteenth century abdomiinal injuries were treated on conservcative lines, and even after the discovery of anwesthetics surgeons hiesitated to explore gunhot wounds of the abdomen. Indeed it was not 'ntil the war of 1914 18 that operative treatment was conmmonly undertaken. During the war of 1939 -45, with better provision for bloodtr-ansfusion and the aid of sulphonamides and ntibiotics (especially penicillin), exploration beclame the rule and the results greatly inmproved.
There is an interesting chapter dealing with the discovery of gunpowder and its influence on \\arfare; the evolution of the various types of firearms is described and illustrated.
The book concludes with an account of notables in Amllerican history wh1o were victims Of gullshot wounds of the abdomen'; these include Presidents Garfield and McKinley who received fatal wounds, and Alexis St Martin who sLIrvived and became the subject of William Beautmont's remarkable investigations. There is much to interest the laymen as well as the surgeon in thils book. A good list of references is appended.
ZACHARY COPE

Clemens von Pirquet His Life and Work hy Richard Wagner MID pp xx 4 214 illustrated 66s 6d
Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press 1968 Loa,llon: Ox!brcl Unihersitv Press Von Pirquet is remenmbered in this country chiiefly forhis tuberculin test and as the originator of the much abused term 'allergy'. The author was a co-worker for the last ten years of von Pirquet's life and his aim in this book is twofold: 'to present a biographical sketch of Clemens von Pir-quet and to evaluate the significance of his scientific discoveries and their influence on present day thinking inl medicine'. This aim is lachieved. He shows h1ow von Pirquet's outstanding intellectual gifts -geniLus is a word that recurs frequently in the bookwere linked with a wvarm humanity and great administrative ability. His studies of immunity and hypersensitivity are described in some detail and may prove rather heavy going for the general reader. His less familiar work onl anthropomorphics and his system of nutrition derived from these studies are also described. A later chapter, 'Allergy of the Life Phases', shows how wide his concept of allergy became. In his last years he was occupied with the problem of how far the reaction toward disease (including tuberculosis, diabetes, cirrhosis of the liver and malignant tumours) is conditioned by spontaneous changes in the organism during its life course. These changing reactions came within his concept of allergy.
Von Pirquet's marriage to 'a severely psychoneurotic individual (to whom he remained devoted with a touching faithfulness)' is discussed in relation to his uneven creative activity and to their ultimate suicide together. This is a biography, showing unusual insight of an outstanding pioneer of many branclhes of pxdiatrics and immunology. To have a stroke is the great dread of thousands, and their apprehension is increased by ignorance of what a stroke is, and of what causes it. Their ignorance and fears are not helped by the half truths of the mass media, but books like Dr Barham Carter's can do much to help the public to understand the problem more sensibly.
The book is aimed at the intelligent, reasonably educated layman, but many doctors will read it w\ith interest and profit. The various types of stroke and their causation are described in some detail, and there is a section on precipitating factors and prevention. There are many detailed suggestions for improving the independence of the patient, and for constructing devices to help him.
But perhaps the most striking feature is the author's practical undranmatic insistence on living life to the maximum after the stroke, whether minor or major. The physical and emotional effects of a stroke on the patient and his family are profound, but in Dr Barham Carter's experience, and in that of many family doctors, firm, wise guidance and persisting helpful encouragement from the doctor and all his ancillary helpers are the mainstay in achieving the fullest recovery.
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